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Kedusha's Progress
Posted by Kedusha - 25 May 2009 20:03
_____________________________________

Dear Guard:  I have indeed been sending my progress e-mails to wallohonor@gmail.com.
 Somehow, they are not getting through.  So, instead, I will keep you posted from here.  

========================================================================
====

Re: Kedusha's Progress
Posted by Markz - 07 Oct 2016 13:39
_____________________________________

I wish it would only be a dream that I had falls

========================================================================
====

Re: Kedusha's Progress
Posted by Kedusha - 23 May 2019 16:13
_____________________________________

With tremendous gratitude to the RBS'O, to Guard, and to the GYE community, I am happy to
report that I reached a special milestone today, be'H - 10 Years Clean!

Now, this is very important - I need to keep reminding myself:

Take it one decade  DAY at a time!

Wishing everyone a wonderful Lag Ba'Omer.  Keep on trucking, and hoping to hear good news
from all of you!

========================================================================
====

Re: Kedusha's Progress
Posted by Dave M - 27 Feb 2020 17:54
_____________________________________

Great thread
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========================================================================
====

Re: Kedusha's Progress
Posted by Clarity26 - 04 Aug 2021 20:49
_____________________________________

Kedusha,

I am new to your thread but from browsing a few minutes you posted a couple of years ago how
you were 10 years clean! While that is truly unbelievablely amazing, what astounds me even
more is your current streak of 78 days...

May i ask what happened, and how were you able to summon the courage to restart over 11
years later thats so amazing!!!

Please enlighten us

========================================================================
====

Re: Kedusha's Progress
Posted by Kedusha - 04 Aug 2021 22:24
_____________________________________

Thank you for your kind post, Clarity. I sent you a PM.

========================================================================
====

Re: Kedusha's Progress
Posted by YeshivaGuy - 04 Aug 2021 22:44
_____________________________________

Clarity26 wrote on 04 Aug 2021 20:49:

Kedusha,
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I am new to your thread but from browsing a few minutes you posted a couple of years ago how
you were 10 years clean! While that is truly unbelievablely amazing, what astounds me even
more is your current streak of 78 days...

May i ask what happened, and how were you able to summon the courage to restart over 11
years later thats so amazing!!!

Please enlighten us

I as well would appreciate the enlightenment, if I may be zoche

========================================================================
====

Re: Kedusha's Progress
Posted by sleepy - 10 Aug 2021 15:18
_____________________________________

YeshivaGuy wrote on 04 Aug 2021 22:44:

Clarity26 wrote on 04 Aug 2021 20:49:

Kedusha,

I am new to your thread but from browsing a few minutes you posted a couple of years ago how
you were 10 years clean! While that is truly unbelievablely amazing, what astounds me even
more is your current streak of 78 days...

May i ask what happened, and how were you able to summon the courage to restart over 11
years later thats so amazing!!!
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Please enlighten us

I as well would appreciate the enlightenment, if I may be zoche

i myself had a fall after 10 years and am having a hard time picking myself up ,so iw ould be
interested as well(:

========================================================================
====

Re: Kedusha's Progress
Posted by sleepy - 10 Aug 2021 15:18
_____________________________________

YeshivaGuy wrote on 04 Aug 2021 22:44:

Clarity26 wrote on 04 Aug 2021 20:49:

Kedusha,

I am new to your thread but from browsing a few minutes you posted a couple of years ago how
you were 10 years clean! While that is truly unbelievablely amazing, what astounds me even
more is your current streak of 78 days...

May i ask what happened, and how were you able to summon the courage to restart over 11
years later thats so amazing!!!

Please enlighten us

I as well would appreciate the enlightenment, if I may be zoche
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========================================================================
====

Re: Kedusha's Progress
Posted by AlexEliezer - 10 Aug 2021 19:08
_____________________________________

Hey Kedusha!

You were one of the regulars here when I first joined.

BH I remain sober some 11 years later.

Very brave of you to admit a fall so far in.

I thought you were invulnerable in your rocket ship.

Very sobering too.

Good to remember that we remain vulnerable.

Even this far out, I am tempted daily to slip and fall.

Always need to take this one day at a time, one nisayon at a time.

Looks like you're back on track.

Much hatzlocha,

Alex

========================================================================
====
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